
Will-o’-the-wisp, queen bee, snake-charmer, 
chanteuse—and guitarist—Mary Halvorson morphs 
into one or more fresh personae in each band she 
inhabits. Protean sensibilities and devilish creativity 
cultivated and sustained under the aegis of Anthony 
Braxton allow Halvorson to respond chameleon-like to 
variable surroundings: fitting in, cutting loose, feeling 
her way to blend in quietly or rattle on a rampage. A 
sense of surprise enlivens her playing, becomes 
palpable, even plausible, yet mysteriously inexplicable. 
She’s into much stuff and documents it, having 
averaged nine albums a year since 2010.
 On Ghost Loop, a captured set from the 2012 Polish 
Jazz and Beyond Festival, we find Halvorson with her 
‘regular’ trio of bassist John Hébert and drummer 
Ches Smith, calmly ransacking a closetful of lines, 
styles and effects, toying with and revisiting them at  

will. She’s especially fond of splayed, fan-like 
arpeggios, graceful as peacock tails, if less garish. In 
compositions of six to eight minutes’ duration, the 
three construct and occupy cells of activity, fill them, 
then move along. “Tracks: Into The Sea Into Me (No 
36)” opens the disc with a modulating 6/4 trance loop, 
followed by “The Cadence of Tears (No. 40)” unfolding 
as a tiptoe sarabande, and then “Crashes Like Lights 
(No. 39)” as a skittering mesh of high/light with low/
dark strands: each explores remarkably kinetic 
processes. Solos are few but dramatically positioned: 
the three thus hew to a stringently purposed entity. 
After the deliberate, inexorable chordal construct of 
“Existential Tearings”—simple ostinato phrases built 
firmly into a grand overlaid rumble—a bass solo clears 
the air for an even grander rumble, followed by a brief 
break-down into components, Lego-like. The title track 
approaches swing on a spooky, walking line, peppered 
with Smith’s genial breaks between a wobbly series of 
increasingly fascinating syncopations. The three 
interact as cottage industry workers, their amiable jabs 
and spars erecting practical constructs, not fanciful 
skywriting.
 Bassist Brian Questa’s taut trio with tenor 
saxophonist Tony Malaby and Halvorson on Jazz Booty 
runs ten four-to-five minute tracks of mournful poetic 
kernels, partly written and carefully attenuated. Half 
are powered by the leader’s gruff, forceful bowing and 
Halvorson’s playing is oftener crystalline single-notes, 
like classical Spanish guitar. “Kansas City Stomp”’s 
hummable tune elicits Halvorson’s countrified quasi-
Tal Farlow picking and Malaby‘s cool lines; “The 
Ballad”’s wistful teamwork evokes the exotic East; 
“The Blues” tracks a gritty urban grind; and the final 
“En Pointe”, with Halvorson strumming over the bass 
and limning languid chords beneath the sax, speak to 
unearthing buried treasure.
 3 x A Woman: The Misplaced Files, a 2008 trio date 
with bassist Kyle Forrester and drummer Kevin Shea, 
finds all three singing Halvorson’s edgy tunes in tight 
harmony, with titles like “Reinterpreting Confusing 
Lyrics to Popular Songs”. The tongue-in-cheek, self-
conscious vibe is mirrored with band photos in weird 
makeup and fright wigs. Sonorous brass chorales by 
trumpeter Peter Evans (beefed up with Sam Kulik’s 
trombones and Dan Peck’s tuba) herald the spoofery in 
mock-heroic trappings, reminiscent of Frank Zappa’s 
sarcastic rockerettas or Matt Wilson’s pseudo-grunge. 
Just as the lyrics offer giddy simplistics sung with 
straightfaced clarity, Halvorson alternates stark rock-
hard guitar with juicy ‘out’ bits. This droll experiment 
with amiable pranksters elicits yet another unexpected 
wrinkle from the earnest, forward-looking Halvorson: 
hey, will she pursue gigs as a rock singer?

For more information, visit for-tune.pl, foldbyfoldmusic.com and 
telegraphharp.com. Halvorson is at Cornelia Street Café Aug. 
1st-3rd, The Stone Aug. 10th and Barbès Aug. 27th. See Calendar. 

If one word could be used to describe drummer Billy 
Hart’s style it would be “beautiful”. More so than any 
of his peers or even such younger beauty-bent 
drummers as Marcus Gilmore or Rob Garcia, Hart uses 
his cymbals and drums in true painterly fashion. You 
can hear his lustrous touch in the third track, “Teule’s 

Redemption”, from this, the third album by his quartet. 
Opening with a rolling panorama on the bells and 
body of his cymbals, Hart gently crashes the cymbals 
as if with a feather, swipes at a splash then continues 
rolling his cymbals, intermittently crashing and 
splashing before adding high pitched toms to the mix. 
Hart slowly brings in all the drums, modulating 
rhythms and charging forward, the overarching mood 
one of lush splendor, like the feeling of the air after a 
rainstorm. Hart’s drumming moves in spurts and 
hiccups, joined by pianist Ethan Iverson riding the 
popping rhythms, the pair ’s improvisations finally 
joined by bassist Ben Street and tenor saxophonist 
Mark Turner, a player whose tone has always been 
more soulful than acidic. 
 Hart surrounds himself with shimmering melodies 
and textures. From surging tenor delicacies and 
measured piano to shimmering cymbals, One Is The 
Other flows playfully, swings sweetly. It easily matches 
the ethereal textures of ECM’s other releases, but 
Hart’s grounding in R&B and the early funk and fusion 
of Herbie Hancock’s Mwandishi band gives One Is The 
Other an earthy pulse. 
 Midway through the drummer’s “Amethyst”, as 
he slugs an agitated beat, the group seems to tug at his 
drumsticks, the inter-changing rhythms suspended yet 
driving. At one point Hart drops a bass drum bomb 
that clears the air, the group finding their footing anew 
and moving forward. Similarly, “Yard” is a funky 
march disguised as a bossa nova. A group as one both 
in rhythmic intent and melodic mannerisms, the Billy 
Hart Quartet sounds like nothing else. 

For more information, visit ecmrecords.com. Hart is at 
Birdland Aug. 1st-2nd and Smoke Aug. 15th-16th with 
Azar Lawrence. See Calendar. 
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One Is The Other 

Billy Hart Quartet (ECM)
by Ken Micallef

 

• Melissa Aldana & Crash Trio—
 Eponymous (Concord)
• Peter Brendler—Outside the Line (Posi-Tone)
• Wolfgang Muthspiel/Larry Grenadier/ 
 Brian Blade—Driftwood (ECM)
• Felix Peikli—Royal Flush (Rex)
• Andrew Rathbun Quartet—
 Numbers & Letters (SteepleChase)
• Tamarindo—Somos Agua (Clean Feed)
 David R. Adler, New York@Night Columnist

• Jaki Byard—The Late Show (An Evening with 
 Jaki Byard) (HighNote)
• Philip Catherine/Martin Wind Duo Art—
 New Folks (ACT Music)
• Mestre Cupijó e Seu Ritmo—Siriá 
 (Analog Africa)
• Farmers By Nature—Love and Ghosts 
 (AUM Fidelity)
• Orphéon Célesta—Cuisine au Jazz 
 (Fremeaux & Associes.)
• Signal Problems—Eponymous (pfMentum)
 Laurence Donohue-Greene
  Managing Editor, The New York City Jazz Record  

• Angles 9—Injuries (Clean Feed)
• Kyle Bruckmann’s WRACK—…Awaits Silent 
 Tristero’s Empire (Singlespeed Music)
• Kirk Knuffke/Jesse Stacken—Five
 (SteepleChase)
• Joris Roelofs—Aliens Deliberating (Pirouet)
• Sten Sandell/Paal Nilssen-Love—
 Jacana (Rune Grammofon)
• Sequoia—Rotations (Evil Rabbit)
 Andrey Henkin
  Editorial Director, The New York City Jazz Record
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Ghost Loop  
Mary Halvorson Trio (ForTune)

Jazz Booty 
Brian Questa (Fold By Fold Music)  
3x A Woman: The Misplaced Files 

People (Telegraph Harp)
by Fred Bouchard

August 5th 
Ray Blue Group

August 12th 
Cecelia Coleman 

Big Band

August 26th 
Vocalist Alexis Cole 

and Group

New York Baha’i Center
53 E. 11th Street

(between University Place and Broadway)
Shows: 8:00 & 9:30 PM

Gen Adm: $15 Students $10
212-222-5159 

bahainyc.org/nyc-bahai-center/jazz-night
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